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Classic female blues was an early form of blues music, popular in the 1920s.An amalgam of traditional folk
blues and urban theater music, the style is also known as vaudeville blues.Classic blues were performed by
female singers accompanied by pianists or small jazz ensembles and were the first blues to be recorded.
Classic female blues - Wikipedia
The Chicago blues is a form of blues music indigenous to Chicago, Illinois.Chicago blues is an electric blues
style of urban blues.Urban blues evolved from classic blues following the Great Migration, or the Great
Northern Drive, which was both forced and voluntary at times, of African Americans from the southern United
States to the industrial cities of the north, such as Chicago.
Chicago blues - Wikipedia
Buy Squier by Fender Classic Vibe 50's Hand Telecaster Electric Guitar - Butterscotch Blonde - Maple
Fingerboard: Solid Body - Amazon.com FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases
Squier by Fender Classic Vibe 50's Hand Telecaster
" The Best Damn Blues Project On The Net ... " "Hi Zack!, You guys have come up with the best Blues
backing tracks I have ever come across on the net! I have been playing for 25 years and this is absolutely a
treat to jam with!
50 Blues Backing Tracks | Professional Blues Guitar
Electric guitars have come full-circle for rock, country, blues and countless other styles of music. Dean
Guitars busted down the door in 1977, and now almost 40 years later, we're continuing to pave the way for
guitar enthusiasts worldwide.
Electric Guitars | For Sale
In this section Arlen Roth provides an entirely new catalog of free, original lessons covering the complete
spectrum of guitar playing. Every musical genre is represented â€” rock, metal, blues, jazz, country and
alternative, among others â€” and it aims to be the most comprehensive daily supply of music lessons
available anywhere.
Gibson Guitar Lessons: Arlen Roth
Home of punk rock & roll band Electric Frankenstein! over 20 years, over 100 releases, and more, almost
single-handedly returning rock to its most basic and savage roots, the way it was meant to be.
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